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Differential equations satisfied by the cuspoid canonical integrals In (a) are obtained for arbitrary
values ofn>2, where n- 1 is the codimension of the singularity and a= (a 1,a 2,... ,an _ d· A set of
linear coupled ordinary differential equations is derived for each step in the sequence In (0,0, ... ,0,0)
----..In(O,O, ... ,O,an_ 1 J-In(O,O, ... ,an- 2,an-l )---+...----..In(O,a2, ... ,an-2•an-l )---+In(al,a2, ... ,an-2•an-l ).
The initial conditions for a given step are obtained from the solutions of the previous step. As
examples of the formalism, the differential equations for n = 2 (fold), n = 3 (cusp), n = 4
(swallowtail), and n = 5 (butterfly) are given explicitly. In addition, iterative and algebraic
methods are described for determining the parameters a that are required in the uniform
asymptotic cuspoid approximation for oscillating integrals with many coalescing saddle points.
The results in this paper unify and generalize previous researches on the properties of the cuspoid
canonical integrals and their partial derivatives.
PACS numbers: 02.30.Hq, 02.30.Bi, 03.80.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There has been considerable interest recently in the
properties of the cuspoid canonical integrals In (a). 1- 9 The
integralln(a) is defined by 2 •10

In(a 1,a2,... ,an-l) =

J:"" exp[i(a1u + a2u2 + ···

+an-lun-l+un+l)]du, (1.1)
where the coefficients aj are real and n is a positive integer
with n>2. The name cuspoid canonical integral comes from
catastrophe theory, where the polynomial in the exponent of
Eq. (1.1) is the canonical form for the cuspoid catastrophes,
with n - 1 the codimension of the singularity. IO-I3
The integral In (a), together with its partial derivatives
ainlaal, Jin1Ja2, ... ,ainlaan - I occur in the asymptotic
analysis of many short wavelength scattering theories involving atoms, molecules, and nuclear heavy ions as well as
in acoustic, electromagnetic, and water-wave propagation,
and in other problems. References to a large number of relevant papers can be found in Refs. 4, 6, and 9.
We have recently investigated4-6·8·9 the differential
equations satisfied by In (a) and its partial derivatives for the
special cases of n = 2 (fold), n = 3 (cusp), and n = 4 (swallowtail). For n = 2, Eq. (1.1) is proportional to Airy's integral14 Ai(x) and the differential equation for Ai(x) is well
known. 15 When n = 3, Eq. (1.1) is identical with Pearcey's
integral P (x, y). 16- 18 The differential equations for P (x, y)
were first derived by Pearcey 17·18 and used by him to numerically evaluate P (x, y). For the swallowtail canonical integral
(n = 4), which is also written S (x, y, z), the relevant differential equations have been obtained by ourselves and Farrelly8
and used in numerical computations. 8·9
The purpose of the present paper is to derive the differential equations satisfied by the cuspoid canonical integrals
•I Permanent
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for any value of n. Our treatment generalizes and unifies the
previous work4-6·8·9·15·17•18 in which each value of n = 2,3,4
was treated as a separate case.
We derive the differential equations in Sec. II. The basic
idea is to obtain a set of linear coupled ordinary differential
equations for each step in the sequence In (0,0, ... ,0,0)
----..In (O,O, ... ,O,an _ 1 )---+In (O,O, ... ,an _ 2 ,an_ 1 )---+, ... ,
-In (O,a2, ... ,an- 2 ,an -I )---+In(al,a2, ... ,an- 2 ,an- I). The solutions of the differential equations for a given step provide the
initial conditions for the next step, with the initial conditions
at the origin (0,0, ... ,0,0) being obtained directly from Eq.
( 1.1 ). An advantage of this scheme is that it allows the numerical evaluation of the derivatives Jin1Ja 1,
Jin1Ja 2,... ,Jin1Jan _ 1 as well as In at a given value of a.
Section III provides concrete examples of our formalism. We show for the special cases of n = 2,3,4 that our equations are equivalent to those obtained earlier. We also give
the differential equations for the butterfly canonical integral
(n = 5), as they have not been reported in the literature before.
An
important
use
of In
and
Jin1Ja 1,
aIn I aa2, ... ,ain I aan- I is in uniform asymptotic approximations for one-dimensional oscillating integrals with many
nearly coincident stationary phase or saddle points. 1·2 •10• 19- 23
In Section IV we show how the iterative and algebraic methods of Ref. 9 for calculating the parameters a that are required in In and its partial derivatives can be generalized
from the case of n = 4 to the case of arbitrary n. Thus the
techniques reported in this paper allow in principle the application of uniform asymptotic approximations for integrals
with an arbitrary number of nearly coincident saddle points.
Our conclusions are in Sec. V.
II. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

The integral representation (1.1) for In (a) is conditionally convergent. This has the disadvantage that repeated differentiation under the integral sign eventually produces a
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divergent integral. 8 •24 To avoid this problem, we deform the
contour of integration en so that it starts and ends in sectors
of the complex u plane where the integrand is exponentially
small. We can write
In(a) = ( exp[iPn(u)]du,

(2.1)

Jc.

ani~P) +n~l(

with

Pn(u) = un+ I+

n-l

L

---

aju 1 .

(2.2)

J=l
When n is an even integer, we choose en to start on the ray
arg u = 1r- !trl(n + 1) and finish on the ray arg u = ~trl
(n + 1). For n odd, the contour arg u = 1r + !trl(n + 1) to
arg u = !tr/( n + 1) is an appropriate choice for en .
We now wish to derive a set of differential equations for
the integration In (0,0, ... ,0,0)-In (a 1,a 2,... ,an _ 2 ,an_ 1 ). To
accomplish this we use a sequence of steps In (0,0, ... ,0,0)
-In (O,O, ... ,O,an _ 1 )-In (O,O, ... ,an _ 2 ,an_ 1 )
-, ... ,-In(O,a2, ... ,an-2>an-l )-In(at,az, ... ,an-2•an-l ),
such that in each step k all the a1 are constant except for ak.
We derive the differential equation for the variable a 1
first. From Eq. (2.2) we have
n-l
(2.3)
P~(u) = (n + l)un +
ja1 ui-l.
j= I
Now partial differentiation ofEq. (2.1) with respect to a 1 is
equivalent to multiplication of the integrand by iu. It then
follows from Bleistein20 that In (a) satisfies the differential
equation

L

P~(- i .!__)In(a 1,a2, ... ,an-ll =
aa1

0,

(2.4)

(

Jc.

P~(u)exp[iPn(u)]du =

j =I

')}-n-l

-1

+(-i)-n n~

j
aj-!I~P)
--a.---n + 1 J aa{- I

1 I~p-!)=0,

.!__)
= ( - it(n + 1) ann
aa1
aa1

.
aj-l
(-i)'-]aJ-a
J-1.
(2.5)
1
a1
We then obtain from Eq. (2.4) the differential equation for
In (a) in the variable a 1:
ani
n-1
.
aJ-li
_n + ~ ( -i)j-n-l_l_a. - - ._n =0.
(2.6)
aa7
/!-:1
n + 1 J aa{- I

+

n-l

L
J=

To proceed further we introduce the functions I~Pl(a)
defined by

()
a Pin(a)
I:(a)=
, p=O,l, ...

aar

(2.7)

with the convention that
I ~l(a)==In (a)

Next we use differential identities satisfied by I~Pl to change
the integration variable from a 1 to the variable a1 ,
j = 2,3, ... ,n - l.
From the integral representation (2.1) for In (a) we deduce that

I~Pl(a) =

iP

i

uP exp[iPn(u)]du, p = 0,1,...

(2.9)

c.

and differentiation of this equation q times (q = 0,1,2, ... )
with respect to a1 gives

aqi(P)

jP +q

i .

uP+Jq exp[ iPn(u)]du,
c.
aaj
p,q = 0,1, ... , j = 1,2, ... ,n- 1.
-----;- =

(2.10)

If we change labels p-r, q-s,j-1 in Eq. (2.10) we have

i

asi(r)
n- = ;r+s
u'+ 1s exp[iPn(u)]du,
c.
aal
r,s = 0,1, ... , I= 1,2, ... ,n- 1.

-5

(2.11)

It is now clear that if r is chosen to be

This relation lets us change from the variable a1 on the lefthand side to the variable a 1 on the right-hand side. For example for the case j = 1 required below we have
a qi(p)
J'IIP + q-Is)
p q,s 0 1
_ _n_ = jsil-1)
n
'
= ' ,... , (2.13)
aaj
aa~
' I= 1,2, ... ,n - 1 .
The relation (2.12) encompasses a large number of individual
identities. For the swallowtail case n = 4 some of them are
reported in Ref. 8.
We next return to the differential equation (2.8) for Ji,;l
and set
a = 0 for j <I with I= 1,2, ... ,n- 1 .
(2.14)
1
In addition for each I we only keep terms which have
p = 0, 1, ... ,/- 1. We obtain
a nI I p)
n- I
.
aJ - I I ~p)
_ _n_+
(-i)J-n-1_1_ 0 . _ __
aa7
J=l
n + 1 J aa{-l

L

+ ( _ i)-n_P_I~p-l) =

and
I ~Pl(a)=O

p=O,l, ... ,n-2.(2.8)

then we obtain from Eqs. (2.1 0) and (2.11) the identity
a_qi(P)
J<IIP
+}q -Is) p,q,s- 0 }
_n_ _ ;q(l-J]-s(l-1)
n
', ... ,
-1
'
.
aaJ
aa~
j,l = 1,2, ... ,n - l.
(2.12)

0.

The operator in Eq. (2.4) is given explicitly by

p ~( - i

aa7

£.J

r=p +jq -Is,

because
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0,

n+1

when p < 0 .

For n = 4 (swallowtail canonical integral), J~l and I~l are
the same as the functions Hand G, respectively, that were
2896

introduced in Ref. 8. Our strategy now is to derive sets of
coupled linear ordinary differential equations for each of the
variables a2 ,a3 , ... ,an _ 1 in which the Ii,;l are treated as independent functions.
Differentiating Eq. (2.6)p times with respect to a 1 with
p = 0,1, ... ,n- 2 gives

a1 =0

forj<l,p=0,1, ... ,l-l, 1=1,2, ... ,n-1.
(2.15)
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We next wish to convert Eq. (2.15) into a set of differential
equations with respect to a 1 using the identity (2.13). However, inspection ofEq. (2.13) shows that for fixed p,q ,I there is
still a choice to be made for s. We chooses so that the superscript k = p + q- Is on the right-hand side of Eq. (2.13) is
zero or is the smallest possible integer for a givenp,q,/. We
choose s in this way because it introduces the minimum
number of independent functions I~k) into Eq. (2.15) when
the identity (2.13) is used. Our choice for sis automatically
satisfied iffor a given p,q,/ we calculate it from the equation

sq=int[(p+q)/1],

(2.16)

where int = integer part of. Note that sq is also a function of
p and/, but this has not been indicated explicitly in Eq. (2.16)
in order to simplify the notation.
With this choice for s, Eq. (2.13) becomes for q = n
'>'•J(p+n-ls.)
01
a nJIP)
n
.s.(l- I) 0
n
P = ' ,... ,
--=1
aa7
aa~·
' I= 1,2, ... ,n - 1 ,
(2.17)
where

s, = int(p ~ n).

0

n

aa~•

+L

n- I

Eq. (2.19) with l = n- 2 [step (d)].
(f)
Integrate
from
(O,O, ... ,O,O,a, _ 1 )
to
(O,O, ... ,O,a, _ 2 ,a,_ 1 ).
(g) Repeat steps (d), (e), (t) for l = n - 3,n - 4, ... ,3,2. We
have now reached the point (O,a 2 ,a 3 , ... ,a, _ 2 ,a,_ 1 ).
(h) Finally set I= 1 and integrate Eq. (2.19) [which is
now equivalent to Eq. (2.6)] from (O,a 2,... ,a, _ 1 ) to
(a 1,a 2 , ... ,a, _ 1 ) using as initial conditions the solutions from
the previous integration step together with Eq. (2.12). At
(a 1,a 2 , ... ,a, _ d we have now evaluated I,. Its derivatives
ai,/aal,aJ,!aaz, ... ,ai,!aa,_l are obtained from the solutions of Eq. (2.19) together with the identity (2.17).
In step (b), it is necessary to calculate the initial conditions at the origin (0,0, ... ,0) for Eq. (2.19) with l = n - 1. The
allowed values of p in this case are p = 0, 1, ... ,n - 2. If we
evaluate the superscripts s,, n + p - (n - 1)s,, s, _ 2 , and
n- 2 + p- (n- 1)s, _ 2 in Eq. (2.19) then it is found that
the set of differential equations for l = n - 1 consists of
terms of the form

a21 (o)
aJIPI
--"-, p = O,l, ... ,n- 2 and--"-

(2.18)

We now use the identity (2.17) to change variable from
a 1 to a1 in Eq. (2.15) obtaining
'>'•J(n +p-Is.)

(e) Use the identity (2.12) to transform the solutions at
(O,O, ... ,O,a, _ 1 ) obtained in step (c) into initial conditions for

.

ls1 _ 1 -s.)(l-l)+n+l-j_J_

n+1

j= I

ai(o)
J~PI,

aaj-•

p = 0,1, ... ,n- 2

and --"-.

aa,_l

(2.22)

However Eqs. (2.1) and (2.9) show that

0

aJIO)

(2.19)

a1 =0 forj<l,p=O,l, ... ,/-1, 1=1,2, ... ,n-l,
and
(2.20)
= int[(p + j - 1)11] .
Equation (2.19) is the main result of this paper. It represents
n - 1 sets of coupled ordinary linear differential equations.
Each set involves only a single variable a 1 with the condition
a1 = 0 for j <I. For each value of I, there are I equations
(p = 0,1, ... ,1- 1) which contain l independent functions
Jl,;l.
Equation (2.19) represents sufficient equations to evaluate /, and ai,!aal,ai,!aaz, ... ,ai,!aa,_l at any point
(a 1,a 2 , ... ,a, _ 1 ). The procedure to accomplish this is as follows
(a) Set I= n- 1 in Eq. (2.19). This gives a set of n- 1
differential equations in the variable a,_ 1 with
a 1 =a 2 = ..·=a,_ 2 =0.
(b) Evaluate J~PI at the origin (0,0, ... ,0) for all required
values of p = 0, 1, ... ,n - 1 (see below). This supplies all the
necessary initial conditions at the origin for Eq. (2.19) with

--"- =

l=n-1.
(c) Integrate numerically from (0,0, ... ,0,0) to
(O,O, ... ,O,a, _ 1 ) using a standard integration routine for coupled ordinary linear differential equations.
(d) Set I= n - 2 in Eq. (2.19). This gives a set of n - 2
differential equations in the variable a,_ 2 with a1 = 0 for
j<n -2.
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 25, No. 10, October 1984

i- "/~"-

-

aa,_i

(2.23)

l).

Hence, we can fix the initial conditions at the origin for Eq.
(2.19) with I = n - 1 provided we can calculate

sJ-I

2897

(2.21)

where the term of second order comes from p = n - 2. The
initial conditions at the origin that we must calculate are
therefore, of the form

(J'l-IJ(j-1 +p-ls1 _ Ji
n _ _ __
xaj _ _..;;,...

+ ('-s.(l-l)_p_JIP-1) =
n+1 n

z
'
aa,_l

aa,_l

J~PI(O,O, ... ,O),

p = 0,1, ... ,n- 1.

(2.24)

Now Eq. (2.9) shows that
J~P 1 (0,0, ... ,0)

= iP

J:""

1

uP exp(iu" + )du,

p = O,l, ... ,n- 1, (2.25)

which can be written in the alternative form

J~P1 (0,0, ... ,0) =

i""

iP

uP exp(iu" + 1)du

+ (- 1)1'iP

l""

uP exp(i(- 1t+ 1u"+ 1)du,

p=0,1, ... ,n -1.

(2.26)

The integrals in Eq. (2.26) can now be evaluated with the
help of the results 25 •26

L"" uP exp(iu" +

1

)du

1
-

1
r
(E.±.!.)exp(i!!.... [P + ]] ,
n+1
n+1
2 n+1

=-

p = O,l, ... ,n- 1 ,

(2.27)

and
J. N. L. Connor and P. R. Curtis
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L"' uP exp(- iun

+

1

)du

[p

[p

1
1
= _l_ r
+ ] exp[ - i .!!..._
+ ]] .
n+l
n+l
2 n+l
p=O,l, ... ,n-1.

(2.28)

2

d Ai(x)
dx2

Consider first the case n = 2m = even positive integer. Applying Eqs. (2.27) and (2.28) to Eq. (2.26) shows that
I hPJ. (0,0, ... ,0)

2
=2m+l

r [

(2.29)

Next consider the case n =2m + 1 =odd positive integer.
If p = 2q + 1 = odd positive integer, then the integrand of
Eq. (2.25) is an odd function of u and

Jh2!!- ~1(0,0, ... ,0) = 0,

m = 1,2, ... , q = O,l, ... ,m- 1.
(2.30)

Ifhowever,p = 2q =even integer, then Eqs. (2.26) and (2.27)
give
I

(

-X

A'( ) _ O
IX-

'

which is a well-known result. 15

B. The cusp canonical integral/3(a1.az>

P+ 1 )
[ 1T [ P + 1 + ))
2m+l cos2 2m+l
p'

m = 1,2, ... , p = 0,1, ... ,2m- 1.

J (2q)
2m+

The fold integral / 2(a 1) is related to the Airy integral Ai(a 1) by
12 (aJ! = (21T/3 113 )Ai(a 1/3 113 ),
and if we set a 1 = x, Eq. (3.1) becomes

0,0, ... ,OJ -_ _1_ r
m + 1

[ 2q + 1 )
2m +2

1
2
xexp[i.!!.... [ q +
+
2 2m +2
m = 1,2, ... , q = O,l, .. ,m.

2q)),
(2.31)

An alternative way of deriving Eqs. (2.29)-(2.31) is from the
exact series representation of In (a 1,a2 , ... ,an _ 1) obtained in
Ref. 2.

Ill. EXAMPLES
In this section we consider in more detail the cases
n = 2 (fold), n = 3 (cusp), n = 4 (swallowtail), and n = 5
(butterfly). We verify that Eq. (2.19) is equivalent to known
results for n = 2,3,4. The differential equations we derive for
the butterfly canonical integral (n = 5) are new and have not
been reported in the literature before. In order to write down
explicitly the differential equations contained in Eq. (2.19)
for a given value of n, we have written a simple symbolic
algebraic computer program based on the FORMAT statements of FORTRAN.

A. The fold canonical integral/z(a1)
We haven= 2 so that I= 1, p = 0 and Eq. (2.19) becomes
d2JIOI
l
_ _z_ - -a II hoi = 0 .
(3.1)
dai
3

In this case n = 3 and either I = 2, p = 0, 1 with a 1 = 0
or I= l,p = 0. The differential equations obtained from Eq.
(2.19) are for I= 2,p = 0
JJ~l)
. 1
(I)
0
--+r-aJ = , a 1=0
aa2
2 2 3

(3.2)

for l = 2, p = 1,
J2J(O)
l
JJIO)
1
3
.
3 + ·
0'
--2-+r-az-r- JIO)
3 =
aa2
2
aa2
4
and for I = 1, p = 0
J3 JIOI
l
l
JJIOI
. a JIO) - - a - -3 = 0 .
- -33- r 13
2
aal
4
2
aal

(3.3)

(3.4)

The cusp canonical integral / 3(a 1,a 2 ) is the same as Pearcey's
integralP(x,y) provided wesetx = a 2 ,y = a 1 andEqs. (3.2)(3.4) are identical with Eqs. (2.12), (2.13), and (2.3), respectively, of Ref. 8.
Note that Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3) for /~11 and /~01 are not
coupled together. Because of this we can solve Eq. (3.2) for
the boundary condition JP(O,y)!Jy = 0 at y = 0 [see Eq.
(2.30)] obtaining

I

JP(x,y)
= 0.
Jy
y~O

(3.5)

This result also follows immediately from Eq. (1.1). Equation (3.5) is one of the initial conditions required for Eq. (3.4).
The two remaining initial conditions can also be obtained
explicitly from Eq. (3.3) in terms ofBesselfunctions of orders
± i and ±a and argument x 2/8 [see Eqs. (5) and (8) of Ref.
5].

c. The swallowtail canonical integral/4(a1,a2,a3)
When n = 4, we have the following possibilities

I= 3, p

= 0,1,2 with a 1 = a 2 = 0,

I= 2, p = 0,1

with a 1 = 0,

1=1, p=O.

Equation (2.19) then yields the following differential equations: for I= 3
(p=O)
(3.6)

(p= 1)
(p=2)
2898
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for/= 2

az.J~I
. 2 Jill . 3
aJ~I 0
(p=O) - -2-+z-a2 4 +z-a 3 --= ,
aa2
5
5
aa2
a 1 =0,

(3.7)

az-1~
2
ai~'
. 3 ai~' 1 o
(p= 1) - -2- - - a2 --+z-a 3 - - - - 114 1 = 0 ,
aa2
5
aa2
5
aa2
5
and for I= l,p = 0
iJ"JIO)
1
2
aJ(O)
3
a2JIOJ
4
[10)
.
4
4
0.
(3.8)
- - 4 - + - a t 4 -z-a2----a3--2-=
5
5
aa.
5
aa.
aa.
In previous work8 •9 •27 the swallowtail canonical integral has been denoted S (x, y, z) so we must make the correspondences
a 1 = z, a 2 = y, a 3 = x. Equations (3.6H3.8) are equivalent to those reported in Sees. 3.2-3.5 of Ref. 8 if it is also noted that
H =f~l and G =1~ 1 •
1

D. The butterfly canonical integralls(a1,az,a3,a4)

We now have n = 5 and the possible values for I and p are
I= 4,

p = 0,1,2,3

1=3, p=0,1,2
I= 2, p = 0,1

with a 1 = a 2 = a3 = 0,
with a 1 =a2 =0,
with a 1 = 0,

1=1, p=O.
From Eq. (2.19) we can obtain the following sets of differential equations: for I = 4

(p=O)

aJII)
2
-5--i-a [131=0
aa4
3 4 5
'

(p= 1)

_ 5 _ - - a4 _ 5 _ - -

ai 121

2

ai 101

1

aa4

3

aa4

6

/~OJ= 0'

(3.9)
a/ 131
2
_5_--

ai 111
1
_ 5 _ - - /~II=

a4
0'
aa4
3
aa4
3
az-1 101
2
a/ 121
1
(p=3) _ _5_ _ i-a4_5__ i-[~21 = 0,
aa/
3
aa4
2
(p=2)

for I= 3

(p=O)

a1 = a2

(p= 1)

= 0,

(3.10)

(p=2)

for I= 2

(p=O)

2 111

Is
1 Jill
1
ai 101
2
alf 111
--;---z--a2
s - - a3 - -5+ z. - a4 - -5= 0,
uaz
3
2
aa2
3
aa2
a

aJ(O)
1
aJ(l)
2
a2J(O)
1
5
•
5
•
5
(0)
(p= 1) - -5 - - a2 --+z-a
3 --+z-a4 - - - - / 5 -0
- '
aa/
3
aa2
2
aa2
3
aa/
6
~~~o,

2899

a 1 =0,

(3.11)

1
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and for I = 1, p

=0

First we simplify Eq. (4.4). Multiplying Eq. (4.5) by u1
shows that

1
1
aJ(O)
--~- + i - al~o) +- az _s_
aa!
6
3
aa!
{fj(O)

. 1

-

azJ~O)

2

n-1

_ - (+I)-I""
")
n-i , J=,
· I2 ,... ,n,
u1n + lu
L (n-lan-iuf

a J~O)
3

1 - a 3 - - - - a4 - -

2

3

aa/

= 0.
aa1 3

Equations (3.9)-(3.12) are new results for the butterfly canonical integral.

IV. UNIFORM ASYMPTOTIC CUSPOID
APPROXIMATION FOR OSCILLATING INTEGRALS
An important use of In and its derivatives ain!aa 1,
ain!aaz, ... , ain!aan -! is in the derivation of uniform
asymptotic expansions 1•2• 10•19- 23 for integrals of the form

f_"'"' g(t)exp[if(a;t)lfi]dt,

(4.1)

li--+0,

aj(a;t)
for t = t1 (a) , J = 1,2, ... ,n .
(4.2)
at
Note that the positions of the saddle points depend on a set of
parameters a.
A key step in the analysis is a local one-to-one uniformly analytic change of variables t~u(a;t) defined by 1•2 •10• 19-23
0

n-1

f(a;t)=un+l+

L

(4.6)
and substituting Eq. (4.6) into Eq. (4.4) gives
n-li+l
n-i
.
--an-iuf
+A, } = I,2, ... ,n.
(4.7)
i= 1 n +I
The t1 and u1 are either purely real or occur as complex
conjugate pairs and it is important to consider how they are
to be ordered. We order the t1 and u1 s~ that all complex
conjugate pairs are next to each other and are before any
purely real t1 and u1 . Next we construct the quantities
n- 1 i+1
n-i
n-i
- + I an-i (u2k-1- Uzk ) =f2k-!- f2k'

.lj =

L

i= 1

wheref(a;t) is assumed to be real for real values oft and to
have n coalescing real or complex saddle points defined by
--= 0

i=l

(3.12)

an-iun-i+A,

(4.3)

L

n

(4.8)

k = I,2, ... ,int(n/2)
and

i+ 1
n-i
n-i
n-i
n-i
--an-i(u2k-1 +u2k -Uzk+1-u2k+2)
i= 1 n +I

L

n-l

=

k

hk - 1 + f2k - hk + 1 - f2k + 2
I,2, ... ,int(n/2)- I ,

'

=

(4.9)

where as before int = integer part of. When n is an odd integer, we also need the extra equation

i=l

where the new parameters Ian_ i I and A depend on a but
not on t.
In practical applications of uniform approximations, it
is necessary to devise methods for calculating Ian _ i I and A.
The equations determining these quantities are 1•2 •10• 19- 23
j = I,2, ... ,n ,

(4.4)

where the u1 satisfy
n-1

(n

+ I)uj + L

(n- i)an-iu;-i-l

= 0,

j

=

I,2, ... ,n

i= I

(4.5)
and for notational convenience we have written.lj = f(a;t1 ).
For n = 2 (fold) and n = 3 (cusp), explicit formulas exist
for the new parameters4 •2 s-30 in terms of the l.lj I. For n>4,
however, this is no longer true. To overcome this problem
for the swallowtail case n = 4, we have developed iterative
and algebraic techniques for the calculation of the parameters. 9 In this section we outline how these two techniques
can be generalized from the case n = 4 to arbitrary values of
n, thereby allowing the application of uniform asymptotic
techniques to oscillating integrals with an arbitrary number
of coalescing saddle points.
A. Iterative method

The iterative method 9 is applicable when the Ian_ i I
are not close to the caustic associated with the transformation (4.3). On the caustic surface, two or more of the t1 (and
hence also the.lj and u1 ) have coalesced.
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(4.10)

Note there is always one real root of Eq. (4.5) when n is odd
and in Eq. (4.10) we label this root to be un.
The left- and right-hand sides of Eqs. (4.8)-(4.10) are
both either real or purely imaginary and so can always be
written in a purely real form. For given values of I u1 I and
I/; I, Eqs. (4.8)-(4. 10) represent n - I linear equations in the
n - I variables an_; with i = I,2, ... ,n - 1. The iterative
procedure to solve them is as follows
(a) Make an initial guess for the vector a<01
= (a\01 ,ai01 , ••• ,a~~ 1 ).
(b) Solve the polynomial Eq. (4.5) for its roots u1 (a0 )
j= I,2, ... ,n.
(c) Order the u1 in the same way as the saddle points
t1 of the function f(a;t ), i.e., we have u = ur_,_..t = t1 for
j= I,2, ... ,n.
(d) Solve the linear set of Eqs. (4.8)-(4. 10) to obtain a
new value for the vector of coefficients a< 0 .
(e) Return to (b) and iterate until convergence is
achieved.
(f) The remaining coefficient A can then be obtained
from Eq. (4. 7).
Notice this iterative technique fails if two or more saddle points have coalesced, i.e., if they are on the caustic. In
practice it is expected that the method will also become ill
conditioned as the Ian_ i I approach the caustic.
J. N. L. Connor and P.R. Curtis
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B. Algebraic method
method4 •9 •30

Unlike the iterative scheme, the algebraic
is expected to be most useful for ! an_;] actually on the caustic. The basic idea is to obtain a set of simultaneous polynomial equations for the ! an _ ; ] .
First, we define the elementary symmetric polynomials31
n

rJ(r;] =

.L,

r;,

set of polynomial equations for the Ian_; JandA are expected to be easier to solve numerically than when the Ian_;] are
off the caustic. In addition, if/(a;t) has a special symmetry
which results in some ofthe an_; being identically zero, the
set of polynomial equations will simplify and also be easier to
solve. Thus in practice the iterative and algebraic methods
for determining Ian_;) and A are expected to be complementary.

i=l

n

r 2 lr;]

=

n

.L, .L,

r;rj,

i>jj= I

(4.11)

n n

r 3 lr;]

=

n

LL L

In this paper we have derived the differential equations
satisfied.by the cuspoid canonical integral In(a) and its partial derivatives for any value of n. Our method consists in
finding a set of coupled linear ordinary differential equations
for
each
step
in
the
sequence In (0,0, ... ,0,0)

r;rjrk,

i>jj>k k= I

together with

sm I r;] =

n

L

r('

m = 1,2, ....

(4.12)

i= 1

Second, we introduce the following symmetric functions of
the I/;]

J~=(~)- rd/;]'
1

f2 =

(~) - IT21 h -11] '

]3 =

(;) -lr3l/;

-]d,
(4.13)

where the {j) are binomial coefficients. Notice that the]} are
all real even if some of the/; are complex. Since everything
on the right-hand sides ofEq. (4.13) is assumed to be known,
the I ]} J are also known quantities. We now write each
rj I /; -] ] in terms of {rj I /; ] } and then in terms of
{sj I/; J }. We now use Eq. (4.7) to express thes.tJ /; J in terms
of {sm I u; J }. At this point we have obtained! jj J in terms of
(sm I U;] ). The final step is to use Newton's formulas 32 for
the sums of powers of the roots of the polynomial Eq. (4.5) to
write {sm I U;] } and hence, I]}] in terms of Ian_;]. It should
be noted that the algebraic steps just described involve a
huge amount of manipulation for n;;;.4 and it is only feasible
to carry them out with the help of a symbolic algebraic computer program such as REDUCE or MACSYMA.
The result of the operations outlined above is a set of
n - 1 polynomial equations in the variables an_ 0
i = 1,2, ... ,n- 1 and one equation in the Ian_; J and A. The
solution of these equations for given input data I jj J then
yields the desired values of Ian_;) and A.
The main advantage of the algebraic method is that it
remains valid on the caustic. Indeed in this circumstance the
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

---+In (O,O, ... ,O,an _ 1 )---+In (O,O, ... ,an _ 2 ,an_ 1 )
---+•••---+In (O,a 2 , ••• ,an _ 2 ,an_ 1)---+In (a 1,a 2 , ••• ,an _ 2 ,an_ 1). The
results obtained in Sec. II provide everything that is required
for the method (differential equations, transformations, and
initial conditions).
In practical implementations of this technique for the
numerical evaluation of In (a) and its partial derivatives, it is
also necessary to consider the stability of the differential
equations when they are integrated. Previous calculations
for n = 3 (cusp)~· 18 and n = 4 (swallowtail) 8 indicate that
the method will be numerically stable when all the saddle
points of Pn(u) [see Eq. (2.2)] are real, because this condition
implies that the independent solutions of the differential
equations are then all of oscillatory type. It is important to
note that the region of (a 1,a 2 , ... ,an _ 1) space which corresponds to all real saddle points for Pn(u) is also the region
where In (a) has the richest structure. Outside of this region
the independent solutions of the differential equations will
contain exponentially increasing solutions which will eventually limit the accuracy to which In (a) can be computed.
We have also considered the problem of determining
the parameters a for use in the uniform asymptotic cuspoid
approximation. We have shown how the iterative and algebraic methods developed earlier9 for the special case of n = 4
can be generalized to arbitrary values of n.
Finally, we wish to emphasize that the treatment presented in this paper has unified and generalized previous
researches on the cuspoid canonical integrals, in which each
value of n had been treated as a special case.
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